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Galapagos Islands Holidays

Darwin’s playground; where a delicate collection of fearless wildlife and idyllic landscapes awaits. Choose from one of the many beautiful lodges or take to the sea with expert guides in tow.
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Contact us









From sitting on a beach face-to-face with non-flinching sea lion pups to wandering through lush fields of giant land tortoises, a trip to the Galapagos Islands is one of the most magical travel experiences, no matter your age. 

While sailing around the Galapagos archipelago is a unique experience in itself, there are a number of additional exclusive experiences that we can arrange for ocean-bound voyagers. Savour a private alfresco sunset dinner as the vessel navigates past silhouetted islands, partake in chocolate-tasting and ceviche-making classes with on-board chefs, or privately charter a romantic vessel to celebrate an anniversary.
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Espanola , Galapagos Islands 












Why visit the Galapagos

Set nearly 1,000 kilometres off the mainland, this is the only place in the world where zoom lenses are definitely not required to capture stunning wildlife portraits.

Since both the land and marine creatures that inhabit the Galapagos Islands are utterly fearless, a journey around the landmasses brings voyagers face-to-face with their thousands-strong population of curious bubble-blowing sea lions, salt-spitting iguanas, clumsy blue-footed boobies, flightless cormorants, monogamous waved albatrosses and boisterous Galapagos penguins.











Explore the Galapagos Islands
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Galapagos Islands 












Cruising in the Galapagos

A cruise is hard to beat if you want to make the most of every moment in the Galapagos. You get to experience the huge variety of terrain and the richness of flora and fauna on each of the islands, whilst enjoying the added advantage of sleeping whilst you travel. A typical cruise lasts for eight days, but we can always arrange for you to stay longer.

Learn more about our Galapagos cruises










Our favourite boats in the Galapagos Islands

Our hand picked portfolio of small boats ensure a personal experience as well as a lighter footprint. Our Galapagos specialist team have first-hand experience of these vessels, having been aboard all of them during their travels around the archipelago. Contact the team and let us help you to find the perfect one.


More luxury boats







Galapagos Islands

Natural Paradise

	

£££££




A high-end 34-metre-long yacht that can accommodate 16 passengers, Natural Paradise is made up of nine cabins that vary from standard cabins with porthole windows to suites with private balconies.
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View Boat 


 

Galapagos Islands

Seaman Journey

	

£££££




A comfortable and spacious 90-foot-long motorised catamaran that provides excellent value for money, Seaman Journey accommodates a maximum of 16 passengers in eight cabins with big picture windows.
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View Boat 


 

Americas - South

Ocean Spray

	

£££££




Ocean Spray catamaran accommodates 16 passengers in eight large cabins, all of which offer interchangeable twin or double accommodation with large windows and panoramic sliding glass doors leading to private balconies.
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View Boat 


 

Galapagos Islands

Origin, Theory & Evolve

	

£££££




Three spacious Relais & Chateaux vessels that accommodate just 20 passengers each, Origin, Theory and Evolve are identical 142-foot-long sister yachts that are made up of 10 deluxe staterooms with full length panoramic windows..
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View Boat 
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Plaza Sur, Galapagos Islands 












Island-based Galapagos holidays

Whilst our Galapagos holiday experts often recommend a cruise, a growing number of visitors never set foot on a live-aboard boat as the choice of lodges and camps in the Galapagos is now at an all-time high. To quote Spike Milligan, “a sure cure for seasickness is to sit under a tree” – so if you want to explore the Galapagos but don’t have the sea legs for a cruise, speak to our experts. They know the best ‘trees’ under which to sit in the Galapagos or, for the more active, can arrange walking tours on volcanic islands or birding excursions into the islands’ interiors.

land-based holiday IDEA










Accommodation in the Galapagos

While we are advocates of cruising around the archipelago, we also know that many travellers are choosing to stay in lodges and camps in the Galapagos Islands. We can always help you pick the perfect property, as we have visited or spent the night in all of them. Take a look at some of our favourites and get in touch with the team to find out more.


More luxury accommodation







Galapagos Islands

Montemar

	

£££££




Consisting of just three superbly constructed eco villas that are the first of their kind in the Galapagos, Montemar is the sustainable passion project of two native Galapaguenos and environmentalists. Composed of natural local materials like…
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View Property 


 

Galapagos Islands

Pikaia Lodge

	

£££££




A unique concept in the Galapagos, Pikaia Lodge is a contemporary property that carefully balances adventurous land-based activities with ocean-bound excursions. Guests are welcomed on board the lodge’s spacious and luxurious yacht and allocated a private…
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View Property 


 

Galapagos Islands

Villa Escalesia

	
Villas / Exclusive use 
	

£££££




An oceanfront residence overlooking Pelican Bay on Santa Cruz Island, Villa Escalesia is a private home that offers sea views, a private infinity swimming pool, expansive sun decks, a whirlpool and ocean-view hammocks. Boasting total privacy…
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View Property 


 

Galapagos Islands

Finch Bay Hotel

	




Beach and Island Escapes 
	

£££££




Named after the Darwin finches that frequent the surrounding area, Finch Bay Hotel is nestled across from Puerto Ayora in a quiet oceanfront location on Santa Cruz Island. The property features 27 rooms and suites, an…
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View Property 


 






Experiences

Observe giant tortoises grazing in the highlands of Santa Cruz Island, marvel at comical blue-footed boobies during their courtship dances, photograph marine iguanas diving into the sea off Isabela Island and snorkel with playful sea lions from the beach on San Cristobal Island. We can also arrange an exclusive behind-the-scenes visit to the Galapagos Science Centre, where it is possible to interact with scientists and chat about their important projects and community awareness programmes.
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Wildlife Spotting

Travel around the islands, totting up the impressive list of species spotted during a single day, from land iguanas and sea lions to blue footed boobies and sunfish.

Suggested Holiday Idea
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Charter a Boat

In the company of an expert naturalist guide and a professional crew, privately charter a vessel to explore the islands with family or friends for a feeling of complete exclusivity.

Suggested Holiday Idea
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Kayak in the Ocean

Move around the bays, stopping to watch sea lions and turtles, while kayaking over the tranquil water.

Suggested Holiday Idea
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Charles Darwin Research Centre

Visit the Charles Darwin Research Centre to learn about the biology, ecology and conservation of the archipelago.

Suggested Holiday Idea
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Live the Island Life

Instead of (or in addition to) cruising, stay on one of the archipelago’s four inhabited islands for a slower paced experience and more interaction with the locals.

Suggested Holiday Idea
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Snorkel with Marine Life

Don flippers and jump in the water to swim with playful sea lions, curious penguins and resting whitetip reef shark.

Suggested Holiday Idea








































Group tour




Galapagos Islands

Cruise the Galapagos Islands with Jonathan Green

Nowhere on earth has wildlife like the Galapagos Islands. This isn’t hyperbole, but a scientific fact, with just under half of all the species recorded on the archipelago being endemic. For anybody with a love of wildlife, a cruise around Darwin’s archipelago…


Departing 7th July 2024


10 days
from £6,950pp
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View Cruise 




 







Group tour




Galapagos Islands

Galapagos Cruise with Galapagos Conservation Trust

Join Steppes Travel and Galapagos Conservation Trust (GCT) on an exclusive voyage around the Galapagos Islands.


Departing 16th June 2024


10 days
from £7,395pp
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View Cruise 




 







Idea




Galapagos Islands

Galapagos Islands Cruise

Almost half the species in the Galapagos are endemic, making a small ship cruise to this pristine archipelago a wildlife experience like nowhere else on Earth.



10 days
from £6,995pp
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View Cruise 




 







Idea




Galapagos Islands

Galapagos Islands by Land

This island-hopping, land-based adventure through the Galapagos Islands is ideally suited to wandering wildlife-lovers that prefer to keep their feet on solid ground staying at a selection of unique island properties with irresistible features. While sailing is the most traditional way to experience…



9 days
from £5,520pp
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View Holiday Idea 



 







Idea




Peru

Machu Picchu & the Galapagos Islands

Encompassing the highlights of Peru, a stay in Quito and a Galapagos Islands cruise, this adventure tracks from colourful Cusco to the iconic Inca citadel of Machu Picchu before moving to Ecuador’s historic capital city and the enchanting Galapagos Islands.



11 days
from £6,450pp
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View Holiday Idea 



 





Need inspiration? 
Browse our Galapagos Islands holidays.

Our experts have created and curated these holiday ideas to get you started. Take the time to search through them and find something that is the spark for your unique adventure.









Group tour




Galapagos Islands

Cruise the Galapagos Islands with Jonathan Green

Nowhere on earth has wildlife like the Galapagos Islands. This isn’t hyperbole, but a scientific fact, with just under half of all the species recorded on the archipelago being endemic. For anybody with a love of wildlife, a cruise around…


Departing 7th July 2024


10 days
from £6,950pp
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View Cruise 




 







Group tour




Galapagos Islands

Galapagos Cruise with Galapagos Conservation Trust

Join Steppes Travel and Galapagos Conservation Trust (GCT) on an exclusive voyage around the Galapagos Islands.


Departing 16th June 2024


10 days
from £7,395pp
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View Cruise 




 







Idea




Galapagos Islands

Galapagos Islands Cruise

Almost half the species in the Galapagos are endemic, making a small ship cruise to this pristine archipelago a wildlife experience like nowhere else on Earth.



10 days
from £6,995pp
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View Cruise 




 







Idea




Galapagos Islands

Galapagos Islands by Land

This island-hopping, land-based adventure through the Galapagos Islands is ideally suited to wandering wildlife-lovers that prefer to keep their feet on solid ground staying at a selection of unique island properties with irresistible features. While sailing is the most traditional way…



9 days
from £5,520pp
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View Holiday Idea 



 







Idea




Peru

Machu Picchu & the Galapagos Islands

Encompassing the highlights of Peru, a stay in Quito and a Galapagos Islands cruise, this adventure tracks from colourful Cusco to the iconic Inca citadel of Machu Picchu before moving to Ecuador’s historic capital city and the enchanting Galapagos Islands.



11 days
from £6,450pp
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View Holiday Idea 



 














View all holiday ideas
View all cruises
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Family Holiday, Galapagos Islands 












Galapagos Family Holidays

A supremely family-friendly destination, the Galapagos Islands is the perfect place to get the family up close to a host of creatures that have no fear of humans!

Galapagos family holidays










Explore the islands




	Explore the islands










History of the Galapagos Islands


Explore how millions of years of evolution shaped this World Heritage Site and inspired Darwin's Origin of Species.
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The Galapagos Archipelago Islands


The Galapagos archipelago is made up of 19 main islands, which includes the largest Isabela and most populated Santa Cruz, three small…
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Wildlife on the Galapagos Islands


Explore natural selection in action on the Galapagos Islands. The wildlife both on land and in the water are unique highly-adapted species,…
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Meet our experts 

A passion for travel runs right through every one of our experts - meaning they're always ready with
first-hand insight about their specialist countries.
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View Profile






Roxy Dukes

Wildlife is Roxy’s passion, so where better to immerse than in Darwin’s land? Having stepped on all but one of the islands in the archipelago and having personally visited our hand-picked selection of hotels and boats, there is little she does not know about the Galapagos Islands.




Talk with our experts
	


 01285 880 980
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View Profile






Paul Bird

The moment a blue footed booby makes its dive and plunges like a dart into the water is special, but to see hundreds do this at once was a breath-taking experience that Paul was not prepared for.




Talk with our experts
	


 01285 880 980
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View Profile






John Faithfull

Half of the appeal of the Galapagos Islands is underwater, and a few minutes in the company of a five-metre manta ray off the coast of Isabela Island remains one of John’s most vivid memories of this incredible archipelago.




Talk with our experts
	


 01285 880 980



































 




Start planning your trip


01285 880 980





Send us an enquiry

Complete our enquiry form and start your next journey.










Review Contact Form





Name(Required)


First



Last



Email(Required)



Phone(Required)

Where are you interested in travelling to?

Hidden
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Frequently asked questions about Galapagos Islands

Open all Close All








How much is the Galapagos National Park fee?






The Galapagos National Park fee is USD$100 per adult and USD$50 per child, this cost, as well as a Transit Control Card (INGALA) fee of USD$20 per person is included as part of your holiday. We feel strongly at Steppes that tourism needs to pay a price that is commensurate with the demands it makes on infrastructure and natural resources and $100 doesn’t come close. While continuing to push the authorities for an increase in fees, in addition to the USD$100 including in the cost of your holiday, we will make a donation of $100 to GCT for every client that travels to the Galapagos islands. We will also give you an annual membership to GCT. Read more on paying a fair price for nature here.








Can I walk anywhere on the Islands?






All walking trails are clearly signed at each visitor site and designated to avoid disturbing the wildlife or vegetation. You must be accompanied by a naturalist guide at all times.








How long should I spend in the Galapagos?






There are many islands to visit, which vary in terms of wildlife and terrain. An eight-day cruise is a good length of time to explore a variety of the islands. If time is not restricted, then stay as long as you can as there is plenty to see.








How many islands make up the Galapagos Islands?






The reserve consists of 19 large islands and has a land area of approximately 5,000 square miles and the marine reserve covers approximately 50,000 square miles.








How many of the Islands are inhabited?






A total of four islands are inhabited in the Galapagos National Park: Santa Cruz, San Cristobal, Isla Isabela, Floreana with approximately 28,000 people living there.








Is it possible to visit the islands independently?






You can choose to visit four of the islands independently; however, you will require a guide to explore outside the towns and will miss out on wildlife inhabiting the smaller islands.








What are wet and dry landings?






Dry landings are when you disembark the panga straight onto dry land. Wet landings are when you get out into the surf on a beach – generally about ankle depth.








When is the peak season?






Peak season is during the festive period Christmas and New Year and school holidays with the low season being in the months of late August, September and October where the majority of the boats go into dry-dock for maintenance. Generally, the Galapagos is a year-round destination and the seasons are not defined by the weather.








Where are the Islands in relation to Ecuador?






The Islands are located on the equator approximately 600 miles from the coast of mainland Ecuador. It’s a three-hour flight from Quito or 2 hours from Guayaquil and all flights go via Guayaquil.
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Galapagos Giant Tortoise, Galapagos Islands 












Donation to Galapagos Conservation Trust (GCT)

The Ecuadorian authorities charge a national park fee of $100 for a two-week trip to the Galapagos. Tourism needs to pay a price that is commensurate with the demands it makes on infrastructure and natural resources; $100 doesn’t come close. Steppes Travel will continue to push the authorities for an increase in fees to be used to help combat the growing threats to the Galapagos Islands but in the interim, we will make a donation of $100 to GCT for every client that travels to the Galapagos islands. This will of course be in addition to the $100 Galapagos National Park fee included in the cost of your holiday and will give you an annual membership to GCT. Read our blog on the importance of paying a fair price for nature.














Why Choose Steppes?

Our knowledge, curiosity and expertise set us apart, driving us to create remarkable holidays and Beautiful Adventures tailored perfectly to you, carefully curated to help protect and conserve our planet.

Are you ready to Discover Extraordinary?





More about Steppes
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